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ABSTRACT
With an increased number of aged chronic kidney disease (CKD) patients, along with medical and technological advances, the options to approach end-stage kidney disease (ESKD) have multiplied. Nephrologists should be aware that taking care of elderly patients is different from taking care of younger ones. The spectrum of choices is as wide as the functional status of these patients. For fit ones, the main goal should be to restore function as much as possible and to rehabilitate. On the other hand, for frail patients, the expectations should be realistic in terms of survival, disease trajectory and symptomatic control, because while kidney replacement therapies can prolong life, they do not cure. The issue is complex due to its multidimensional perspective, so decisions must take into account the patient’s options, respecting his/her autonomy, dignity and quality of life.

This text aims to review the particularities of geriatric CKD patients’ assessment towards options to care for ESKD, in a specific population which is growing in our practice.
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INTRODUCTION
In the same way that taking care of children has become a differentiated specialty, taking care of the elderly differs from caring for young adults. Aging is not a uniform process and is much more complex than childhood. Any nephrology appointment reflects the great diversity of the aging pattern: some patients remain fit and independent while others are frail, even when they present with the same chronological age. The different presentations are not solely a result of accumulated comorbidities, because even in their absence, we can recognize geriatric syndromes that compromise a healthy aging. Furthermore, the same pathology may progress in different ways, with different manifestations, different sequels, and thus with very different losses of physiological reserve. In this scenario, even for a disease that we are familiar with, end-stage kidney disease (ESKD), choosing the right treatment option is all but simple.

PATIENT-CENTERED APPROACH AND SHARED DECISIONS
In daily practice, nephrologists are trained to deal with chronic kidney disease (CKD), its complications and treatment options. In recent years, this routine has become more challenging as patients are older and their pathologies more complex.

Dialysis has become established as the main therapy for CKD. However, the paradigms learned with that experience do not always suit these patients who are becoming the rule, not the exception. They present a diversity of trajectories that highlight the need to turn from a disease-centered approach to a patient-centered one.

To adequately manage an old CKD patient, two key questions should be in our mind. The first is “Is this patient really reaching the need for kidney replacement therapies (KRT)?” For the elderly, discussions regarding KRT should be based on the rate of progression of CKD, but they should also take into account the competitive risk of dying from other comorbidities. This has led European Renal Best Practice to build a guideline on the management of older patients with CKD.

Some models have been studied to predict progression of CKD in the elderly, along with mortality or functional loss. The ERA-EDTA proposes the use of Kidney Failure Risk Equation (KRFE) score to evaluate the risk of progression CKD, and the Bansal score to evaluate the competitive risk of mortality. Even if these tools are not widely widespread and validated, those points must be taken into account to avoid stressful conversations with patients or waste of resources for facilities.

The second question, as challenging as the first one, is “What KRT choice is the best one for this specific patient?” When ESKD is a probable outcome, two principles must not be forgotten: patients have the right to be involved in decision-making and options should not be excluded or precluded based only on chronological age.

To make decisions, two conditions must be satisfied: proper communication and autonomy. The first demands knowledge of clinical context, namely prognosis (including risk of hospitalization, life expectancy, and quality-of-life expectations with and without treatment). The second involves detection of cognition impairment, even if it is mild. It does not mean that the patient cannot decide for him/herself,
but diagnosis may potentiate rehabilitation of limitations that may disturb the decision. Syndromes that affect independence, such as visual or hearing impairment, (Figure 2) may condition this choice. The best way to detect these changes is by applying Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment tools. As used in oncology, it would allow to evaluate, to rehabilitate and to assess the likelihood of tolerating aggressive treatments like hemodialysis (HD) in frail patients. On the other hand, it should not exclude fit patients from transplantation, which still provides the best survival option in healthy aged patients (Table 1). This evaluation may also identify hidden causes of deterioration other than uremic syndrome. Elderly patients tend to initiate dialysis at a higher glomerular filtration rate based on subjective symptoms (e.g. fatigue, nausea, etc.) that may not be caused by ESKD and that wouldn’t improve with dialysis or may even worsen. That powerful confounder may contribute to the high rates of mortality in the first 3 months after the beginning of dialysis. Improving and rehabilitating geriatric syndromes may have a greater impact on mortality rate than the KRT modality itself.

The importance of diagnosing geriatric syndromes to provide better elderly care is recognized by several societies such as KDIGO (which advocates that frailty should be assessed) or ERA-EDTA ERBP, which dedicated an entire guideline to review the management of older CKD patients from stage 3b.

In terms of communication, nephrologists are privileged because they tend to follow the patient for a long time. It allows us to meet the patient before they lose the ability to decide or when they do, to have lengthy prior discussions and then to choose a KRT consistent with patient goals, without compromising quality of life. This requires understanding the patient’s priorities, values, and preferences about medical care, even if their preferences are not what their family members (or physicians) would wish. However, it is important to remember that the patient may change his or her mind at subsequent visits, and nephrologists should access options and goals during multiple visits over time, regardless of the patient’s initial choice.
Figure 2
Geriatric Syndromes (in blue squares) that impair independence and autonomy to make options.

Table 1
Function age, its evaluation and recommendations for KRT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Age</th>
<th>Clinical Description</th>
<th>Recommendations for KRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Healthy/usual or fit | • Few hospitalizations;  
                      • Good QoL.                                                                                                                                                                                                     | • Optimal for dialysis or transplant.                                                                                                                                 |
| Vulnerable or intermediate | • KPS 50–80;  
                      • Dependent in one ADL and iADLs.  
                      • Comorbidity score (CCI 5–7), REIN clinical score <9;  
                      • 1–2 geriatric syndromes;  
                      • Prefrail (1–2 criteria) to 1 frailty testing;  
                      • Unclear answer to surprise question: I don’t know.                                                                                           | • Typical dialysis patient;  
                      • Assessment of and intervention on geriatric issues to optimize factors that may adversely affect outcomes.                                           |
| Frail               | • KPS <50;  
                      • Dependent in >2 ADLs and iADLs;  
                      • Significant symptom burden;  
                      • Answer no to the surprise question;  
                      • High comorbidity score (CCI 8), REIN score 9;  
                      • >2 geriatric syndromes;  
                      • Physical frailty;  
                      • Cognitive dysfunction;  
                      • Inability to transfer.                                                                                                                       | • Suboptimal dialysis candidate;  
                      • Recommend NDMT or time-limited trial of dialysis.                                                                                               |
TREATMENT OPTIONS

First of all, this paper does not intend to teach ESKD treatment modalities, but instead to reflect on the particularities of aged patients.

The second point crucial to stress is that we are not discussing timing of initiation, which is beyond the scope of this paper.\textsuperscript{6}

Third, there are no randomized controlled trials that compare the different modalities. That would be completely unethical. So extrapolations to individual patients may always seem abusive.

Finally, the most important consideration is function, not age. This is primordial to avoid the decline associated with iatrogenesis, either by omission or by addition. In Portugal, in this population, the benefits of transplantation are underestimated, but the profits of dialysis are overestimated. The balance should be somewhere in the middle.

Kidney transplantation

Kidney transplantation (KT) improves the long-term survival and quality of life of most patients with ESKD, including the older ones. However, in this specific population, KT benefits are only realized 1.5 to 2 years after transplantation.\textsuperscript{11} Elderly patients with significant comorbidities may not live long enough to realize those benefits, because they are more susceptible to geriatric syndromes, immunosuppression-related complications and chronic graft failure. This vulnerability could lead to prolonged recovery, decrease of functional capacity, and increase risk of hospitalization and complications. When elderly kidney recipients are considering transplantation, perception of prognosis, goals and the vulnerability of age should be discussed.\textsuperscript{12}

Pre-transplant evaluation

Besides the usual evaluation, a careful assessment of older candidates is essential to avoid an invasive procedure in patients who will not benefit, and to avoid wasting a kidney. A baseline cognitive and physical function evaluation should be performed, as well as exclusion of geriatric syndromes. Significant deficits increase the risk of poor outcomes, including all-cause graft loss. Also, provision of strong social support should be required before and after transplantation. Anyway, it continues to be the number one option for fit patients.

Several screening tools have emerged to help identify suitable kidney transplant candidates. A risk score of mortality within 3 years was elaborated through data from the French national registry (REIN score – Table 2).\textsuperscript{13} A score of 0 to 6 points corresponds to a 70% probability of being alive within 3 years. A similar screening tool is the Physical Function (PF), through Short Form-36 questionnaire. A study that combined data of pre-transplant and UNOS registry data detected a 3-year mortality difference across PF quartiles in all age strata above 35 years old.\textsuperscript{14} The Physical Frailty Phenotype has also emerged as a screening tool for poor prognosis, being useful to identify vulnerable patients who do not have otherwise apparent disability or comorbidity. The frailty status should be evaluated at pre-transplantation and monitored while on the waitlist.\textsuperscript{11}

| Table 2
<p>| REIN score. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 75-80 years old</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 80 to 85 years</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &gt;85 years</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent hemodialysis</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease, stage III to IV</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure, stage I to II</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure, stage III to IV</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic respiratory disease</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active malignancy</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe behavioral disorder</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased mobility (needs assistance for transfers)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totally dependent</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index 21 to 25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index &lt;21 to 25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central venous catheter</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from\textsuperscript{11}.

Independent of age, all candidates should undergo routine cancer screening, in accordance with with local guidelines for the general population, with specificities in some situations:

- Candidates at increased risk for renal cell carcinoma, bladder carcinoma and hepatocellular carcinoma should be screened;
- Smoker candidates should be screened for occult lung cancer, with chest computed tomography for current or former heavy tobacco users (≥ 30 pack-years), and chest X-ray for other candidates.

Also, the timing for KT after potentially curative treatment for cancer depends on the cancer type and stage at diagnosis. With indolent and low-grade cancers, in remission after potentially curative therapy, the candidate could be considered for KT: prostate cancer (Gleason score ≤ 6), superficial non-melanoma skin cancer and incidentally detected renal tumors (≤ 1cm in maximum diameter).\textsuperscript{15}

Immunosuppressive therapy

Immunosuppression in the elderly can be a challenge, because this population presents pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics changes, polypharmacy and decrease immunocompetence (immunosenescence), with the need for adjustment of standard protocols.\textsuperscript{12} The pharmacokinetics of drugs, particularly calcineurin inhibitors, may be altered in older adults. A decline in cytochrome P450 activity leads to a need for lower doses of calcineurin inhibitors. In addition, intracellular mechanisms essential to drug efficacy could be compromised.\textsuperscript{11}

On the other hand, the risk for acute rejection is lower in the elderly population, because of immunosenescence. Nevertheless, it
can also imply a higher susceptibility to infections, leading to higher rates of hospitalization and graft loss. Still, the elderly tend to receive kidneys from expanded criteria and older donors, which are associated to higher rates of acute complications and early graft failure.11,16

Due to the theoretically lower risk of acute rejection, some centers do not administer induction therapy with antibodies to older recipients, even if retrospective data suggest a better outcome with induction therapy. However, induction therapy may allow a maintenance therapy without antimetabolites.11

Therefore, the best regimen for elderly patients is unknown. Ideally, immunosuppressive therapy in transplantation should be personalized, especially in this population.

**Long-term complications**

Infections are some of the most worrisome complications in transplanted patients. The same happens in the elderly: infections are more common in the first 6 months, a consequence of induction immunosuppressive therapy. They correlate with the degree of immunosuppression independent of age. In the elderly, immunosenescence leads to a higher rate of and more severe infections at lower levels of immunosuppression. Mortality rate related to infections increases exponentially in transplant recipients with increasing age, and is the first cause of death in the elderly.16

Cancer is the third cause of death after KT. The incidence of most cancers increase with age, probably due to immunosenescence, increased the susceptibility of aging tissues to carcinogens and time required for carcinogenesis. Immunosuppressive therapy also increases the incidence of cancer 2 to 20 times when compared with age-matched controls.16 For the post-KT period, the American Society of Transplantation has published guidelines for cancer screening (Table 3).17

In conclusion, a pre-KT study and close surveillance are essential in the setting of immunosuppressive therapy, particularly in the elderly.

**Graft survival**

Independent of age, graft survival is higher for living-donor transplants, and is the ideal transplantation option. In deceased-donor transplants, older recipients tend to receive a kidney from older donors (“old-for-old” allocation strategy), when they are not passed over or excluded in favor of younger patients (the ethics of this situation is outside the scope of this review). However, most of the graft loss in elderly transplant patients occurs with patient death. As mentioned earlier, acute rejection is not common, but there is an increased risk of chronic rejection that increases with donor age. A North American retrospective study showed that increasing recipient age is associated with an improved transplant survival, lower rates of rejection and superior outcome of older donor organs.18,19

Living donation from older donors should also be explored to expand the opportunity of receiving a transplant.18 Aged donors should be clinically evaluated also by a geriatric team, featuring a comprehensive geriatric assessment methodology.

### Hemodialysis

Elderly patients present a growing group in the HD population. Geriatric patients present a significantly higher mortality risk when compared with other chronic illness, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes.20,21 In 2018, the HD gross mortality rate in Portugal was 13.78% (1660 patients), of which 82.1% were over 65 years old and 44.2% over 80 years.22

It is interesting to realize that in the United States, HD patients present higher rates of hospitalization (76%) and intensive care unit

---

**Table 3**

Suggested guidelines for cancer screening in patients undergoing solid organ transplantation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Breast                     | • Women 50 to 69 years: annual screening mammography with or without clinical breast examination;  
• 40 to 49 years: the benefit of screening is less certain and should be left to the decision of the clinician and patient;  
• ≥70 years of age: annual screening is appropriate as long as estimated life expectancy is 28 years. |
| Skin                       | • Monthly self-examination;                                                   |
| Cervical                   | • Clinician examination annually, with early referral for suspected lesions.  |
| Anogenital                 | • Yearly physical examination of the anogenital area, including pelvic examination and cytologic studies for women. Insufficient evidence to recommend for or against screening anoscopy and biopsies of anal epithelium. |
| Kaposi sarcoma/other sarcoma| • Examination of skin, conjunctiva, and oropharyngeal mucosa annually;      |
|                           | • Patients at higher risk (ethnicity, geographic area of residence or serologic positivity for HHV-8) may benefit from more frequent screening. |
| Prostate                   | • Men ≥50 years: annual screening with digital rectal examination and PSA, if their estimated life expectancy is at least 10 years;  
• 65 to 74 years: perform a transabdominal ultrasound scan of the kidneys. |
| Colorectal                 | • ≥50 years: annual fecal occult blood testing and either sigmoidoscopy every five years or colonoscopy every 10 years. |
| PTLD                       | • Complete history and physical examination every three months, particularly in the first posttransplant year. |
| Hepatocellular cancer      | • For patients with chronic hepatitis B or C and cirrhosis, serum AFP alpha-fetoprotein and liver ultrasound every 6 to 12 months. |
| Renal cell                 | • Not recommended, except possibly for patients with a history of analgesic abuse. |
| Lung                       | • Not recommended.                                                            |

Abbreviations: PSA: prostate specific antigen; HHV-8: human herpesvirus 8; PTLD: posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorder.
admissions (49%) during the final month of life than cancer and heart failure patients. Several risk factors have been associated to poor outcomes in HD patients, namely increasing age, hypoaalbuminemia (<2.5 g/dL), low body mass index (<20) and geriatric syndromes. The causes of higher prevalence of those syndromes in HD elderly population are not well established, but uremia, KRT complications, demands of routine HD and comorbidities probably have a significant impact. For example, hypotension occurrence is more frequent in older patients, even if weight gain is less than in younger patients. This contributes to an increase in falls and immobility as well as cognitive decline. These factors are also responsible for a higher prevalence of debilitating physical and emotional symptoms.

Even if HD is mostly seen as a life-sustaining therapy, the patient trajectory is widely recognized with a slower or faster progressive decline that can be accelerated by several variables. Acute complications are examples that bring more burden in elderly patients and their caregivers. Nevertheless, even HD schedules, which involve travel to and from dialysis, or the stress of achieving standard performance goals, such as the creation of an arteriovenous fistula (AVF) or a target dialysis efficiency, may contribute to worse quality of life. Incremental HD presents as a more individualized approach to selected patients, for whom the main goal is quality of life. This allows shorter or less frequent treatments, particularly in those who still have residual kidney function. Minimizing uremic symptoms is a priority, but without imposing adequacy targets. Ultimately, in patients with low life expectancy, HD burdens may outweigh its benefits and a palliative approach may be more desirable. This may occur in patients who were stable in HD for a period but in whom a change in condition may make HD no longer worthwhile. Recognition of those patients could allow us to minimize the physical and psychological burdens of this technique.

This means that even when the patient has made an initial KRT choice and has been stable, modality choices must be assessed for the patient’s wellbeing.

**Vascular access**

The optimal type of initial vascular access among the elderly is controversial, although actual guidelines strongly recommend placement of an AVF in preference to an arteriovenous graft (AVG).

AVF non-maturation is higher in elderly patients, something which is strongly influenced by several comorbidities, such as diabetes and coronary or peripheral artery diseases. In addition, older patients might not live long enough to see the benefits of AVF on survival. When compared to AVF, AVG maturation is usually faster. Furthermore, there is the alternative of an early cannulation graft. On the other hand, central vascular catheter (CVC) dependence is generally associated with a higher complication rate (e.g. bacteremia, hospitalizations), and mortality. Older patients submitted to AVF placement are exposed to longer permanence of CVC and to its complications. However, a study of 2017 showed that despite the longer CVC dependence, the AVF elderly had a lower frequency of hospitalizations related to all-cause infection and septicemia and a lower risk of death. Two other works revealed that, among patients starting HD with a CVC, those who underwent AVF placement before HD initiation had superior survival when compared to those without pre-dialysis access placement, despite the similar comorbidities’ profile. Time of CVC dependence did not interfere with survival, because higher survival was evident even when AVF had primary failure.

In terms of AVF location, proximal fistulas may be preferred because old patients may not live long enough to exhaust vascular options.

That suggests that vascular access placement in the elderly should be an individualized choice, considering patient comorbidities and life expectancy.

### Peritoneal Dialysis

In Portugal, as in most industrialized countries, a minority of patients choose peritoneal dialysis (PD). In 2018, only 8.7% of patients started on PD in Portugal, in previous years. In a Dutch study, older age was associated with significant contraindications for PD. In line with nephrologists’ opinions, the most frequent contraindication was the expected inability to perform exchanges by themselves and 97% of social contraindications were for PD. Thus, PD choice is often set aside because of the burden on family and caregivers. Psychosocial and physical barriers could be overcome if we provide proper support. Assisted PD could be an alternative, allowing patients to maintain treatment at home. Nowadays, assisted PD is evolving in several regions, but France presents the greater experience. Around half of PD patients need support, mainly obtained through a private nurse. PD assisted by a caregiver is also an alternative in some situations yet increases the burden and stress on family.

From a palliative perspective, PD could reach patient preferences and goals of care, and this should not be ignored. PD type (continuous versus intermittent) and the intensity (duration, number of exchanges, fill volumes, etc.) should be adjusted to maximize quality of life, while minimizing uremic symptoms. Once more, in these patients, technique survival becomes more important than adequacy targets. When compared with HD, incremental dialysis could be easier to implement because of logistic factors (schedules at outpatient dialysis facilities).

PD is not an innocuous technique, with peritonitis remaining as one of the most important complications, even if infections rates are similar to those seen in younger cohorts. Moreover, wound healing capability, especially important after catheter placement, could be impaired in malnourished and diabetic elderly patients. PD pros and cons should also be discussed with the patient and family (when necessary), considering patient goals of care and life expectancy. For this purpose, it is important that health systems urgently find a solution that allows elderly patients an actual choice, ideally without a complete dependence on caregivers.

Concerns over altered physiology related to aging (such as constipation or increased incidence of diverticulitis) should not be a limitation. Equally so, nutritional issues should be not seen as a contraindication to the technique, since there are not enough studies to show otherwise.
CONCLUSION

Choosing the best treatment option for ESKD elderly patients is hard for both doctors and patients. Every time that we face a lifelong decision, we must carefully evaluate pros and cons (Table 4). Costs should not influence the choice. Absence of family support should not also limit decisions. Individualize the option is the most humanized form of doing it. Turning the option into a more reproducible and scientific one is best practice in medicine. Thus, evaluating an aged person as a whole and not limiting options based on chronologic age is an imperative (Table 5). But ultimately, we still wouldn’t have magical crystal balls, so we limit ourselves to hoping for the best and preparing for the worst, always supporting our patient.
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Table 4
Pros and cons of each modality of treatment of ESKD in elderly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kidney transplantation</td>
<td>• Maximum life expectancy and quality of life, if applicable.</td>
<td>• Limited to fit patients, because of associated risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemodialysis</td>
<td>• Do not depend on a caregiver, but in an institution (if in-center dialysis).</td>
<td>• Vascular access placement and its complications;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peritoneal Dialysis</td>
<td>• In home-based KRT;</td>
<td>• Increased risk of complications, including hemodynamic instability, and cognitive decline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Preserve residual renal function for longer period.</td>
<td>• Catheter placement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative Care</td>
<td>• Focused on patients’ goals of care and quality of life.</td>
<td>• Depend on a caregiver, if assisted PD;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Relative contraindication more frequent (previous abdominal surgery, bowel disease, colostomy);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Approach to decision making in elderly patients with CKD.

1. Evaluate the 4 topics of shared decision making:
   a. Medical indications;
   b. Patient preferences;
   c. QoL;
   d. Contextual features.
2. Estimate patient prognosis:
   a. Determine functional age of patients:
      i. Healthy/usual or fit;
      ii. Vulnerable or intermediate;
      iii. Frail;
   b. Use disease trajectories to predict clinical course.
3. Discuss recommendations with patients and families:
   a. Develop a treatment plan based on the aforementioned factors in a shared decision with patients and families;
   b. If disagreement exists, or prognosis is unclear, offer a time-limited trial of dialysis with predefined targets.
4. Integrate a geriatric renal palliative care approach at CKD stage 4 to:
   a. Continue predialysis care: treatment of anemia, mineral bone disease, volume status, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and electrolyte abnormalities;
   b. Discuss ACP:
      i. To aid in communication with patients and caregivers;
      ii. To decrease burdens and strengthen relationships;
      iii. To name an HCP;
      iv. Specify wishes for the end of life;
   c. Control symptoms;
   d. Assess and treat geriatric syndromes;
   e. Provide practical, psychosocial, and spiritual care to patients and families/caregivers.

Abbreviations: ACP, advanced care planning; ADL, activities of daily living; CC, Charlson Comorbidity Index (see text); CKD, chronic kidney disease; ESKD, end stage kidney disease; HCP, health care proxy; IADL, instrumental activities of daily living; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Scale; KRT, kidney replacement therapy; PD, peritoneal dialysis; QoL, quality of life; REIN score, Renal Epidemiology and Information Network Prognosis score (see text). Physical frailty (5 means 3 or more of the following criteria: unintentional weight loss of more than 10 lb in last year, self-reported exhaustion, weakness (grip strength), slow walking speed, low physical activity. Karnofsky Performance Score: 100: normal, no complaints, no evidence of disease; 80: normal activity with effort, some symptoms or signs of disease; 50: requires considerable assistance and frequent medical care.

Conservative Care and Palliative Care

For frail patients who may not benefit from more aggressive therapies, principles from palliative medicine have been brought to care for CKD patients. In parallel with what happens in oncology, patients who are no longer candidates for invasive therapies have the right to be cared for as well. This approach, without KRT, has been called Conservative Care (CC),32 an inaccurate term that should not be confused with the measures taken to delay the progression of kidney disease, to prevent complications associated with it and to conserve residual kidney function. It should also not be confused with end-of-life care. Indeed, it is a mix of all these measures to assess patient needs and not disease-focused procedures. Implications of this option should be clarified in an advance care plan and regarding the main ethical principles of medicine: beneficence, non-maleficence, justice and last but not least, autonomy. That last one brings us to another pillar of palliative medicine: communication – the base of shared decisions. Patients who decide not to proceed to KRT, whose life expectancy is less than one year or even patients stable on KRT but who have a change in their condition, may opt for CC. Realistic information on prognosis, expected quality of life and symptom control in each CKD modality approach should be presented. Dialysis should not be seen as an inevitability or imposition, but as a free choice. These discussions should not be avoided because of reluctance to approach them, lack of confidence in predicting prognosis, fear of abolishing hope or discomfort. The major concern in CC is symptom control and quality of life of patient and family.23,33

Even if theoretically desirable according to Portuguese guidelines, CC is not widely available.34 As long as it is not an option for everyone who needs it, options to take care of ESKD patients are limited.
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